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1. Introduction
Nowadays, we are living in an age of recommendation. Amazon stays ahead of the curve in the
eCommence industry by personalized recommendation of items shoppers might like based on
past orders; Google news generates click through rates by showing relevant content to readers;
TripAdvisor provides different hotel rankings for different users; Last.fm displays "Play your
recommendations" button on the home page to attract users; Netflix achieves 2/3 of its movie
views by recommendations.
In this project, we want to explore various methodologies of building a movie recommender
system. MovieLens, Netflix and other companies distributed a couple of datasets for public
research. However, these datasets are becoming outdated and can hardly incorporate new items
and ratings. Analysis and Investigation based on these datasets would not have an up-to-date
effect. Inspired by a paper which extracts rating information from twitter [1], we collected rating
data by similar methods. We extracted more information about the movies by referencing to the
movies' IMDb pages. With such data stored in database and updated automatically, we want to
build a movie recommendation engine with the objective to minimize Root Mean Square Error
(RMSE) of user ratings. We explore various models such as collaborative filtering, content-based
model and SVD. Eventually we want to come up with a hybrid model which can take advantage
of each of the models to cope with the cold-start problem, popularity bias problem, and sparsity
problem. To facilitate the use of our recommendation system, we will create a data entry
interface where users can rate a few movies from a given list. The web interface will be
connected to our recommendation engine by using Python Flask/Django library. We will
recommend 5 movies that the user might like.

2. Related Work
Researchers use different metrics to evaluate recommendation quality. Common metrics fall into
two categories. One is statistical accuracy metric, which evaluates the accuracy of the predicted
ratings versus true ratings. Mean absolute error (MAE), root mean square error (RMSE), and
correlation between predictions and ratings are representatives for this category. Another kind of
metric (decision-support accuracy) involves transforming original numerical ratings into binary
variables (high/low ratings) by defining a rating threshold. For example, movies with grades 4-5
are considered good-quality, while those with 1-3 are low-quality. Then misclassification rates
are computed [6]. We can also compute ROC instead. Decision-support accuracy measures how
effective the recommendation engine is at recommending users high-quality items [7]. We chose
RMSE as the metric in our project, because choosing a threshold to convert numeric ratings into
binary is a little arbitrary.
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Two main approaches to building a hybrid system combining collaborative filtering (CF) and
content-based (CB) models have been proposed in literature. The first approach is a linear
combination of both methods. For example, fitting a linear model on the predicted values from
CF and CB. Claypool uses different weights of CF and CB for different users: the more items the
user has rated, the larger the weight of the CF is [8]. Another way is a linear combination of
individual content features and predicted ratings from CF [7]. The second approach is sequential
combination of CF and CB. Item-item similarities are defined by content features. Then CF is
applied to make the prediction [9] [10]. We used the first approach in our project. Because this
independent combination allows us to improve CF and CB separately, and interpret individual
contribution from both models.

3. Dataset and Features
We scraped data through Twitter API similar to the method in the paper [1]. Original tweets
come from rating widget of IMDb apps. Whenever a user rates a movie, a structured tweets in
the form of "I rated [movie title] [rating]/10 [IMDb link] #IMDb" will be generated. Twitter API
also returns a json object for each tweet which contains the user's Twitter ID and account
information. We referenced to the IMDb link in the tweet by OMDb API to collect the movie's
information such as the release year, actors, genre and descriptions. This data parsing process
occurred in Python.
We created a mysql database to store the user information, the movie features and the rating. To
facilitate data sharing and storage, we connected the local database to AWS RDS. Those two
steps were also realized by Python. We integrated the ETL process of tweets collection, data
parsing, and database loading through Unix shell, which calls the Python function to update
automatically and periodically.
As a preprocessing of our dataset, we omitted those users who rate less than 5 movies and those
movies with less than 5 ratings for better model quality. To split the data into training set and test
set, we used a random number generator to choose 40% of users. For each of those 40% users,
we selected half of the ratings into the test set.

4. Methods
In this section we describe the models we used in building our recommendation engine.

4.1 Baseline Model
As our baseline model, we used rˆxibase    bx  bi to estimate the rating for item i by user x . 
is the global mean rating; bx  (avg.rating.of .user.x)   is the rating deviation of user x ; and
bi  (avg.rating.of .item.i)   is the rating deviation for item i . The baseline model has a test
RMSE of 1.7. For all of our later models, we will reference back to this baseline for comparison.

4.2 Item-based Collaborative Filtering
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Item-item collaborative filtering is a memory-based algorithm. First we computed the similarity
between every pair of items i and j , and stored the similarity information in a table. When
making a prediction for user x on item i , we referenced back to the table for the similarity
between item i and other items the user has rated. We use the rating and similarity information
to make the prediction. Here we defined the Pearson correlation as the similarity measure.
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definition as our baseline model in 3.1. The Item-based collaborative filtering has a test RMSE
of 1.65.

4.3 Content-based model by using movie features actors/year/genre
For our first content-based model, we constructed item profiles, which consisted of movie
features i.e. actors/year/genre. We defined binary variables of 1's and 0's for each feature in our
training set. This gives each movie an array of binary features. Next, we built user profiles. For
each user, the user profile is defined by the profiles of the movies he has rated and what score he
gave. Movies with higher ratings contribute more to the user profile. Then we computed cosine
similarity for each user-movie pair. We fit a linear regression model on the user-movie similarity
S xi and global mean  : rˆxiCB1  0  1  2 Sxi .

4.4 Content-based model by using movie description (NLP)
For our second content-based model, we used some NLP techniques. For each movie, we
selected 10 words with highest TF.IDF scores as the movie features. Then we combined the
selected words from each movie in the training set as a long vector. If a movie contains a certain
word, the component for that word is 1 and 0 otherwise. Next we built user profiles, computed
user-movie similarity, and fit the linear regression model as part 3.3 in the above. This gives us:
rˆxiCB 2  0  1  2 SxiNLP .

4.5 Content-based model Combined
We combined the user-movie similarity measures from 3.3 and 3.4 into one regression model.
Our model now looks like: rˆxiCB  0  1  2 Sxi  3SxiNLP .

4.6 Hybrid model using Collaborative Filtering and Content-based model
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We treated the predicted ratings from 3.2 and 3.5 as input variables, and fit a linear regression
model: rˆxiHybrid  0  1rˆxiCF  2rˆxiCB .

5. Results
For our content model in 4.4, we chose the top 10 words with highest TF.IDF score as the movie
features. We tried a range of values from 1 to 20, and eventually selected 10 based on their test
RMSE.
We evaluated each model by their test RMSE. The result is shown in the plot. CF (4.2) improves
over baseline model (4.1). Two content-based models (4.3, 4.4) individually don't perform as
well as the baseline. The content-features are solely based on objective information about the
movie, which doesn't ensure that a user will like it. The quality of recommendation will likely to
improve if the user rates more movies. But a combination of the two CB models (4.5)
outperforms baseline. The hybrid model (4.6) achieves the lowest RMSE among all other models.
CF contains information of human opinions, while CB mainly incorporates information of the
movie features. The two models are complementary. The hybrid model takes advantage of both
CF and CB, and thus improves the prediction result.
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We also created a web user interface. Users can rate 3 movies, and we will give 3
recommendations based on their ratings.

6. Future Work
As a next step, we plan to run bias and variance diagnostic and error analysis. We will explore
more NLP methods and take advantages of existing packages like word2vec and NLTK.
Improving the efficiency of content-based model is also an area to work on.
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